De La Rue Analytics wins Top FinTech Prize
06 September 2018
De La Rue was today announced as the ‘Currency Technology Provider of the
Year’ for its DLR Analytics™ service at Central Banking’s Inaugural FinTech and
RegTech Global Awards. The awards look to celebrate those leading in both the
public and private sector for their work in FinTech and Regtech.
The awards focus on the most exciting and innovative work taking place in the sector
and recognise real product innovation and genuine partnership. Since its launch in
2017, De La Rue Analytics now has over 70 central bank customers around the world,
providing them with actionable and global insights.
Rachel King, chairperson of the FinTech and RegTech Global Awards commented:
“De La Rue has long been a trusted partner to the world’s central banks. Now their new
solution, DLR Analytics, provides their clients with an answer to some of the industry’s
trickiest questions: how to forecast the demand for cash.
The software leverages central bank data to aid them making decisions about substrate
choice, banknote lifespan and denomination volumes. Central banks are now learning
more about their nation’s cash cycle than ever before, and De La Rue has been a major
part of this process.”
Commenting on the award, Martin Sutherland, CEO of De La Rue said:
“We are delighted to be recognised by the FinTech and RegTech Global Awards. With
cash continuing to grow globally, and new, more secure and durable options to choose
from, it is critical that Central Banks can make fact-based decisions based on the global
insight we can offer.
DLR Analytics is already helping them and our work will also have a clear impact on the
ways Central Banks manage their cash supply chain for years to come.”
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About De La Rue:
De La Rue’s purpose is to enable every citizen to participate securely in the global economy. As a trusted
partner of governments, central banks and commercial organisations, De La Rue provides products and
services that underpin the integrity of trade, personal identity and the movement of goods. As the world’s
largest designer and commercial printer of banknotes, De La Rue designs, manufactures and delivers
banknotes, banknote substrates and security features to customers in a world where currency will
continue to be a key part of the developing payments eco-system.
De La Rue is the only fully integrated supplier of both paper and polymer banknotes, and creates security
features that ensure banknotes are protected against counterfeiting. De La Rue is the world’s largest
commercial printer of passports, delivering national and international identity tokens and software
solutions for governments in a world that is increasingly focused on the importance of a legal and secure
identity for every individual. De La Rue also creates and delivers secure product identifiers and ‘track and
trace’ software for governments and commercial customers alike to help to tackle the challenge of illicit or
counterfeit goods and the collection of revenue and excise duties.
De La Rue is listed on the London Stock Exchange (LON-DLAR). For further information visit
www.delarue.com

